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Abstract: Under the assumption that one of two given linear models is the real underlying model
of the system, a proper auxiliary signal is defined as an input signal that allows the selection of the
correct model. Under the assumption that model noises have bounded energy, the separability index
is defined as the inverse of the energy of the proper auxiliary signal of least energy. A method for
the computation of this index and the construction of the auxiliary signal is presented. Finally, an
efficient procedure for on-line identification called the hyperplane test is developed.
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Calcul de signal de test pour l’identification robuste
multi-modèle
Résumé : Etant donnés deux modèles linéaires dont l’un représente le système réel, on calcule un
signal de test qui permet la sélection du vrai modèle. Sous l’hypothèse que les bruits de modélisation
sont d’énergie bornée, on cherche un signal de détection d’énergie minimale. L’inverse de l’énergie
d’un tel signal est appelé l’indice de séparabilité. On donne une méthode de calcul de cet indice
et la construction d’un signal de détection. Enfin on donne une procédure d’identification en ligne
appelée “test de l’hyperplan”.
Mots-clés : identification, détection de panne, signal de test
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1 Introduction
Multi-model identification means that we have two or more candidate models for a system, and
based on the measurements of the inputs and the outputs of the system over a test period, we have
to decide which model corresponds to the system. It is not always possible to exclude all models
except for one in a reasonable way based on the input-output measurements unless the input signal
has certain properties. An input signal designed specifically for multi-model identification over a
test period is called an auxiliary signal or a detection signal. The latter terminology is used more in
the failure detection context.
Even though the design of auxiliary signals has been an issue in the system identification litera-
ture, the point of view adopted here is closer to that found in failure detection problems, in particular
[12, 5, 6]; see also [11] . However these works, and most problem formulations for auxiliary signal
design in the identification literature, use statistical methods and consider model uncertainties as
stochastic processes.
The work presented here is different in that uncertainties are modeled as bounded energy signals
(such as in   control theory, robust estimation and robust model validation, see for example [10])
and zero-error identification is envisaged. This type of problem formulation has been first considered
in [9] for discrete time systems. The proposed solution there involved the recursive construction of
a matrix with increasing size (something which is feasible only for short test periods) and could not
be extended to the continuous-time case.
In this paper, we show that the auxiliary signal can be obtained as a solution of a boundary value
system which can be efficiently solved using a “game-type” Riccati equation, even for long test
periods. But most importantly, we show that the solution of this boundary value system can be used
to solve the on-line identification problem in a very elegant and efficient way.
The fundamental assumptions in this paper are that we have two candidate models: Model  and
Model  . Each model is linear and subject to bounded energy noise. The finite-energy assumption
on the noises allows us to consider zero-error identification. Consider the input (auxiliary signal) 
and let 
	 represent the set of possible outputs  associated with this input, if Model  were the
correct model. Similarly, let 	 represent the set of outputs under the assumption that Model 
is the correct model. Then clearly for perfect identification we need that
  	  	 (1.1)
This can be achieved thanks to the finite-energy assumption on the noises. The minimum energy
required by  to impose (1.1) is a measure of how distinct the two models are, and how easy it is to
distinguish them. We call its inverse the separability index.
The construction of the separability index and the corresponding optimal auxiliary signal is done
off-line, so it can be computationally extensive. The on-line identification on the other hand must
require as little computation as possible. For that, we develop the hyperplane test which has been
first introduced in [8] in a different context (different assumptions on the noises).
The outline of the paper is as follows. After problem formulation in Section 2, a method for
computing the separability index is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the optimal auxiliary signal
 is constructed. The on-line identification problem is considered in Section 5. An example and
discussion are in Section 6.
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2 Problem formulation
2.1 System models
The true system model is supposed to be one of the following two models over the test period   :	
   
    (2.1)
   
 (2.2)
for    and  .  is the auxiliary signal,  is the output, 
  ’s are the states and   ’s represent pertur-
bations, noises and unmeasured inputs.   ,   ,   ,   ,   are matrices of appropriate dimensions.
These matrices could be time varying but each entry must be a continuous function of time. Finally,
we assume that the  ’s are surjective.
Note that the states of the two models 
  and 
  need not have the same dimensions. The same
is true for   and   . The only things that tie together the two models are  and  .
The assumptions on the noises and the initial states are  	 
  	 !   #" 
  	 $&%(' *)  
  	
 ,+ $.-   -0/013254 67 8  (2.3)
Note that
  	 
 	
9   measures the size of the disturbances that our model identification is to be
robust to.
2.2 Proper auxiliary signal
We say that the : /  8; vector function  is a proper auxiliary signal if its application impliesthat we are able to always distinguish the two candidate models based on observation  . That is
condition (1.1) is satisfied.
Definition 2.1 The auxiliary signal  is not proper if there exist 
  , 
  ,   ,   , and  satisfying
(2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) both for   and    . The auxiliary signal  is called proper otherwise.
Proper auxiliary signals exist under quite weak conditions. Note that   	 and   	 are
translates by   and   of bounded sets where   and   are respectively the outputs of Model 0 and
Model 1 corresponding to zero noise and zero initial state. Since   and   depend linearly on  ,
either     for all  , or  =<   can be made arbitrarily large with proper choice of  . So proper
auxiliary signals exist provided the linear mapping from  to   is distinct from the linear mapping
from  to   . In the time invariant case, this is equivalent to  	>@? <    '    <   	>@? <    '   A (2.4)
Definition 2.2 Let B denote the set of proper auxiliary signals  . Then,C  EDGFIHKJL@MON + $
 -  - / 132QP '   (2.5)
is called the separability index associated with (2.1)-(2.2).
INRIA
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Clearly, C @'  is a lower bound on the energy of proper auxiliary signals. So, greater separability
index implies existence of lower energy proper auxiliary signal. The separability index is zero when
there is no proper auxiliary signal. Note that if a proper auxiliary signal exists, then the minimum
norm is nonzero since the ( are surjective.
Auxiliary signal  being not proper means that there exist 
  ,   , 
  ,   and  compatible with
(2.1)-(2.2),   8  , such that    
 	


 	  9   9   	 
  	  9    4  (2.6)
where
  are defined in (2.3). We can rewrite this inequality as follows  

		   	 	 
      
     9  4  (2.7)
where  	 	 
      
     !     	 
  	  !     	  <     	 
  	
9     (2.8)
We thus obtain the following characterization of properness.
Lemma 2.1 The auxiliary signal  is not proper if and only ifFIH8J   
		   	 	 
      
     !  4  (2.9)
where the infimum is taken over 
  ,   and  in : /  8; , subject to (2.1)-(2.2),  8  .
Note that the output  can easily be eliminated from the constraints (2.1)-(2.2),  8  , by
subtracting (2.2) for    from (2.2) for    , giving
    
 =<   
     <      (2.10)
We thus end up with an infimum taken over  L , the set of : /  8= functions 	 
      
      satisfy-ing the constraints (2.1),   8  , and (2.10).
Let us now define the following function which will prove very useful later on, L 	  F HKJ )   )  )    M"!#  	 	 
      
     !   (2.11)
Lemma 2.2 For all %$ : /  8; , for '&()&  ,  L 	  is defined and has the following properties:
1. it is zero for   and    ,
2. it is quadratic in  , i.e., for all scalar * , ,+ L 	  .- */- /  L 	  .
3. it is a continuous and concave function of  ,
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Proof Let  be any : /   function. The set  L is not empty. This follows from the surjectivityof the   ’s. In fact, for any choice of 
  	  and   $ : /  8; , there exist 
  and   such that	 
      
      $  L , and vice-versa.
Since  L is not empty and  	 	 
      
     !    , we conclude that  L 	  is defined.
To show part 1, let 
  	    and    . Then there exists 	
     such that 	
    
     $ L . Thus,  L 	   &  	 	
    
    9   	  <     	
  	  !   (2.12)
so for    , we get  L 	     . Similarly we can show that  L 	    .
Part 2 is straightforward. Simply note that
 L 	   is a quadratic cost function subject to linear
constraints.
For Part 3, first we show that
 L 	  is concave. Let  &
	 &  , and  &   4  / & . Then	  L 	    	  < 	   L 	 /  	FIH8J       	  <        	  < 	  F HKJ   /    	  <  /     &F HKJ  		    	  < 	   /     			  <     	  < 	  	  <  /       L 		    	  < 	   /  (2.13)which shows that  L 	  is concave which in turn implies that it is continuous, except possibly at the
end-point   8  . Again consider 	
    
     defined above and (2.12). As  goes to one, the
right hand side of this equation goes to zero, thus so does
 L 	   . Thus  L 	  is continuous at one.
Similarly, we can show that it is continuous at zero. 
It turns out that the optimization problem (2.11) corresponds to a well studied problem in the
literature. Just interpret   and   as zero-mean white Gaussian noise processes with covariance ?
and ?	  <   respectively and consider 
  	  and 
  	
 to be independent Gaussian vectors with
covariance %  )    and %  )  	  <   . Then  	 	 
      
     9  is nothing but the negative of the
log-likelihood function corresponding to System (2.1),   8  . Minimizing  	 	 
      
     ! 
subject to the observation equation (2.10) gives the smoothed estimate of 	 
      
      . Note that
here, the observation happens to be identically zero.
The solution of this optimization problem can be obtained by solving the fixed interval smoother
problem (see for example Chapter 5 in [4]). We thus obtain the following result.
Lemma 2.3 For all  $ : /  8; , the infimum is attained in (2.11), and if  4  4  , the minimumis unique and continuous in  .
INRIA
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Theorem 2.1 The function

has at least one saddle point 	 	 
      
      !    on  L  8 ! andF HKJ )   )  )    M"!#    M  )    	 	 
      
     !    F H )   )  )    M"!#    M  )    	 	 
      
     !     M  )     F H  )   )   )    M"! #  	 	 
      
     !   	 	 
        
        9     (2.14)
Proof Let 	
      
      denote the solution of the problem (2.11). Then   	
   	  9   ,    , depend continuously on  4  4  . Moreover, since 
 	

   	  9    8 if    , (2.15) 
 	

   	
9   is continuous for  $ 	 ! , and since 
 	

   	 !   8 if    (2.16) 
 	

   	
9   is continuous for  $     .
Suppose
	 F   
    	
   	  !    (2.17)
Then for some  4    4  , we must have 
 	

   	
9       	
   	 !     (2.18)
Let 	 
      
        	
       
        . Then 	 	 
        
        9  &   	 
    	  9    9  $  8 0 (2.19)
(in fact it is equal because  cancels out) and 	 	 
      
     9       	 
    	  9    ! 	 
      
      $  L (2.20)
because 	 
      
       is the solution of (2.11) for      . This implies that 	 	 
      
      !   
is a saddle point and the rest follows (see for example Chapter VI, Section 1 of [3]).
Now suppose that (2.17) does not hold so that
	 F   
    	
   	  !     (2.21)
In that case
 
 and
 
 can be made arbitrarily small simultaneously. This implies that
 L 	   
for all  which means that there exists 	 
      
       such that (2.18) holds with equality to zero.
Then, clearly (2.19) holds because both sides of the inequality are zero. And, (2.20) holds for all   $   0 because the right hand side of the inequality is zero and the left hand side cannot be
negative. This implies that 	 	 
      
      !    is a saddle point and the rest follows. 
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Corollary 2.1 Let 	 	 
      
      9    be a saddle point of  on  L    ! . If    A  and    A  ,
then  
 	

  
 	  9        	 
    	
9      (2.22)
Proof If 	 	 
        
        !    is a saddle point, then  

		   	 	 
        
        9    	 	 
        
        9     (2.23)
For notational convenience let
      	 
  	
9    . Then, we get that      
              	  <         (2.24)
If we assume that
  

   
 , we get
  
         	  <        and conclude that        . Similarly,
if we assume that
  

   
 , we conclude that
  
 
  
 . 
Our original problem which consisted in finding a minimum energy proper auxiliary signal  can
now be expressed as follows: FIH8J -  - subject to
  
      L 	      (2.25)
Note that we have excluded the cases    and    because  L 	
   L 	     as shown in
Lemma 2.2.
Using the fact that
 L 	   is quadratic in  (Lemma 2.2), we obtain the following fundamental
result:
Theorem 2.2 Let
  	  L	
   L 	   $ -  - / 162  (2.26)
Then C  / 
  
       	  (2.27)
where C  is the separability index defined previously.
Note that the larger C  is, the easier it is to separate the two models. And when C   , then
the two models are indistinguishable no matter what the input  is. So, C  can be considered as the
deterministic counterpart of the Kullback distance [7] between two systems used in some stochastic
formulations. Another interpretation of C  is in terms of signal to noise ratio:  C  can be seen as
the smallest signal to noise ratio required for perfect identification.
INRIA
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3 Computation of the separability index
We have seen in Theorem 2.2 that the separability index can be computed if we can compute
 L 	 
and
  	  .
To simplify the notations, let
    
 

                                <     Q  <           % '     &% '  )   	  <   % '  )    B     &?  	  <   ?   (3.1)
Then the constraints (2.1),  8  , and (2.10) can be expressed as	
   
      (3.2)
   
(  (3.3)
and the function
 L 	  becomes  L 	      F H )   M"! #  	 	 
   !  (3.4)
where (with slight abuse of notation)
 L   	 
    $ : /  8;  : /   - (3.2) and (3.3) hold  (3.5)
and
 	 	 
   9  
 	
 $ % '  
 	
  + $  $ B   132  (3.6)
3.1 Computation of
 L 	 
With this notation
 L 	  is:
 L 	      F H  )    
 	  $ % '  
 	   ,+ $  $ B   132  (3.7)
subject to (3.2)-(3.3). As noted earlier, this optimization problem corresponds exactly to a log-
likelihood computation which can be solved by a Kalman filter for System (3.2)-(3.3) (simply inter-
pret  as a zero-mean white process with covariance B '  and %  as the initial error covariance; theobservation happens to be identically zero).
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Lemma 3.1 Let       $          B '       $ (3.8)
Then the solution to the optimization problem (3.7) is given by
 L 	    + $


 $  $  '   
 132 (3.9)
where

 satisfies the “Kalman filter” equation	
  	 <    '   < %  $  '    
   
 	
   (3.10)
and where % is given by the Riccati equation	%  	 <    '    %  %	 <    '    $ < %  $  '   %    <    '   $ E%	    %   (3.11)
This is standard Kalman filter theory which can be found in many classical textbooks so the proof is
omitted (see for example [4]).
3.2 Computation of
  	  
The following characterization of
  	   as defined in (2.26), follows (3.9) and (3.10).
Lemma 3.2 Consider the following system	
   
(  
 	   (3.12)
   
  (3.13)
on  8= ,where
   <    '   < %  $  '   (3.14)
   '    (3.15)
Then,
  	  L  $ -  - / 162 $ -  - / 162  (3.16)
This characterization allows us to develop a method for constructing the auxiliary signal  .
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Lemma 3.3 Consider the two-point boundary value system  	
 	       <  $  C / $  <  $    
    (3.17)
with 
 	     	*    . Then,   	  is the largest value of C for which this boundary value system
has non-trivial solution 	
     . Moreover,
 <   	   $   (3.18)
maximizes (3.16).
Proof Suppose there exists a  maximizing (3.16). Then this  maximizes also
 	  + $
 -  - / 162 <   	  + $ -  - / 132  (3.19)
Then (3.17) and (3.18) follow from a direct application of the maximum principle.
On the other hand, suppose 	
     is a non-zero solution of (3.17) for some C . Let   <   $   .
Then  A  because if  $    , then 
   which implies that     . Then+ $
 -  - / 132  C + $ <  $  $   162
 C + $
 < 	 	
 <  
  $   162
 C + $


 $ 	 	    $    132 (integration by parts)
 C + $


 $  $  
 132  C + $ -  - / 132  (3.20)
Thus C &  	  which implies   	   is the largest value of C . 
Lemma 3.3 does not provide a direct method for computing
  	  . The following result provides
a more direct characterization of it.
Theorem 3.1 The Riccati equation	%   %  %  $  %  $  %  $  C /  % 	
   (3.21)
has a solution on   if and only if C /   	  .
Before giving the proof, we give the following useful result:
Lemma 3.4 Suppose a solution % to (3.21) exists on   . Then % 	 2  is positive semi-definite on 8; . Let %   and %   denote respectively the solutions of (3.21) for C  C  and C  C / . IfC   C / , then %    %   .
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Proof Let
   %  $  %  $  C /  (3.22)
Then (3.21) can be expressed as follows.	%   %  %  $     % 	  8 (3.23)
But
 
is positive semi-definite so (3.23) is a Lyapunov equation. Thus % is positive semi-definite.
Now suppose C   C / and let %  denote the solution of (3.23) corresponding to C  C  for  3  . Then by subtracting (3.23) for    from (3.23) for    , we obtain	%  	   %   $   %  %	   %   $   $  %  $  %     %	
   (3.24)
where
%  % / < %  and     $  C // <  $  C / . But   is positive semi-definite, and (3.24) isagain a Lyapunov equation. Thus % is positive semi-definite which means that %    %   . 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 Let C satisfy C /    	   (3.25)
Then thanks to Lemma 3.3, the two-point boundary value system (3.17) has only zero solution. This
is equivalent to  / / 	 8  being invertible where
 "        / /   /;/  (3.26)is the state transition matrix associated with (3.17), i.e.,
1132
 
     / /   / /  
   <  $  C / $  <  $         / /   /;/   (3.27)with 	    ? .
To pursue this proof, we need the following result.
Lemma 3.5 If C /   	  , then  / / 	 2  is invertible for all  & 2 &  .
Proof Suppose there exists 2  ,  4 2  4  , such that  / / 	 8 2   is not invertible. Then, thetwo-point boundary value system (3.17) on  8 2 9 with boundary condition 
 	      	 2     hasnon-trivial solution 	
       . On  8 2   , let
   <  $     C / (3.28)
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and let    in (3.12)-(3.13) and denote the corresponding  by   . Then we obtainC /    -   - / 132   -   - / 132  (3.29)
Now let
 	 2      	 2  for '& 2 & 2  for 2  4,2 & (3.30)
It is then clear that the output of (3.12)-(3.13) on   corresponding to this  satisfies  	 2     	 2  ,for 2 & 2  which implies that  $ -  - / 162 $ -  - / 162 
  
 -   - / 162   
 -   - / 132  C /  (3.31)
But this contradicts (3.25) and (3.16). So  / / 	 8 2  is invertible. Continuing with the proof of Theorem 3.1, let
% 	 2   <   / 	 2   ' / / 	 2   (3.32)Then from (3.27) follows (3.21) proving the existence of a solution to (3.21) over   when C /  	  .
Now we have to show that (3.21) does not have a solution over  8= for any C such that C / & 	  . For that, we need first the following result.
Lemma 3.6 For C /   	  , the Riccati equation (3.21) has finite escape time 2  & . That is, forsome  4 2  &  , as 2 goes to 2  , at least one of the eigenvalues of % 	 2  goes to infinity.
Proof Let C /   	  . Then (3.32) still defines the solution of (3.21) as long as  / / 	 8 2 is invertible. From Lemma 3.3 we have that (3.17) has a nontrivial solution so that  / / 	 8;  issingular. Let 2  be the first value of 2 for which it is singular.Suppose % 	 2   exists, then thanks to (3.32), it must satisfy% 	 2    / / 	 2    <   / 	 8 2   (3.33)But  is a state transition matrix so it is invertible. Thus
 / 	 2   
 
  / 	 8 2   / / 	 8 2    (3.34)is injective. But the matrix  /;/ 	 2   is singular which means that there exists a vector  for which / / 	 8 2     . Multiplying the two sides of (3.33) by  on the right yields   / 	 2    which contradicts the injectivity of  / 	 8 2   . So as 2 goes to 2  , %	 2  diverges which thanks toLemma 3.4 implies that at least one of its eigenvalues goes to infinity. 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need to show that (3.21) does not have a solution over 8; for any C such that C / &  	  . Let %  , the solution of (3.21) for C  C , exist on  8; withC / &   	  . Thanks to Lemma 3.4, %   % where % is the solution of (3.21) when C /    	   .But this is a contradiction because one of the eigenvalues of %	 2  goes to infinity on   , so %  cannot exist on  8= . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1 allows us to compute
 	  by a simple “ C -iteration” procedure, for example using
a bisection method. The inconvenience is that we need to integrate two Riccati equations on  8;
for every iteration because  depends on % .
Theorem 3.2 The Riccati equation (3.21) has a solution (and thus C /    	  ) if and only if theRiccati equation	  	 <    '       	 <    '    $ <   $  '       <    '   $ <  $  C /   	
  %  (3.35)
has a solution on   .
Proof Let
  % < % . Then by subtracting (3.21) from (3.11), after some straightforward algebra,
we obtain (3.35). The Riccati equation (3.11) does not depend on C and has a solution. Thus (3.21)
has a solution if and only if (3.35) has a solution. 
Since the value of
  	   is determined by the existence of a solution to the Riccati equation
(3.35), it is easy to see that there is a relationship between
 	  and the interval length  . In
particular, the larger  is, the larger  	  is going to be.
The algorithm for determining
  	   works as follows. Pick a C , solve the Riccati equation
(3.35) with a standard ode (ordinary differential equation) solver and see how far it goes. If it goes
beyond  , then reduce C and start over. If the solution of the Riccati equation diverges before, in-
crease C and start over. Using a simple bisection method,  	  can be found with desired accuracy.
Note however that for C   	  , the Riccati equation (3.35) may diverge at 2  4  . In mostcases, this does not happen. For example, it can be shown that if the models are time-invariant,
the Riccati equation always diverges at 2   . To construct an academic example where 2  4  ,consider the case where the matrix  is identically zero over the interval  2  = for some 2  4  . Ifthe Riccati equation (3.35) has a solution over   2 9 , then it has a solution over   because thisRiccati equation on  2 6 is just a linear equation. So if C is such that (3.35) doesn’t have a solutionon  8= , it cannot have a solution on  8 2   either.To see the reason for this behavior, note that in this case, the observation of  over  2   doesnot provide any useful information for identification purposes. The separability index which is an
increasing function of the length of the test period, is constant from 2  on. In this case, there is nopoint using a test period with   2  since we are not going to have a superior separability indexanyway.
So, in the unlikely event that the Riccati equation (3.35) diverges at 2  4  , we simply reducethe test period by letting   2  . We will have then a faster identification scheme without having
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to pay a higher price in terms of the auxiliary signal energy. In the sequel, we shall suppose that the
Riccati equation (3.35) diverges at 2   and has a solution on    .It should be noted that  	 2  does not stay positive for all 2 . Typically, for C /   	  ,  	 2  afterstarting off with initial condition  	   %    , becomes singular at some 2  2  4  . Beyond2  ,  	 2  is no longer positive definite and as 2 approaches  , at least one of its eigenvalues goes tominus infinity.
So when we pick a C and solve for  	 2  , for C large enough, say larger than some C  	     , 	 2  remains positive-definite on   . It can be shown that, in that case, the optimization problem  L   F H )     	 	 
   !  < C / + $ -  -!/ 132 
has a saddle point. But this is not required here so C can be reduced. For C below C   	   but
above
  	   ,  	 2  becomes sign-indefinite but still does not diverge. And for C below   	  ,  	 2 diverges.
3.3 Computation of the separability index C 
In the previous section, we have seen how to compute
  	   , for any given  . Here, we use this
to compute the separability index, based on (2.27). Even though
 	  is not concave, it has nice
properties making the optimization problem (2.27) numerically tractable. In particular, thanks to
Lemma 2.2, we see that
  	   is the supremum over concave functions each of which is zero at  and    . Using this fact, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 3.7 For any   and  / satisfying  &   4  / &  ,    		    	   &   	     	 /   	   	  <  /     	 /     (3.36)The proof follows a straightforward geometric argument illustrated in Figure 3.1. The key idea is
that
  	   is the supremum over concave functions going through the points 	 8 
 and 	 3 
 , so it
remains necessarily below the two dashed lines inside     /  (and above outside).Now consider the following simple optimization strategy for estimating C  / which consists oftaking the maximum of   	   for  regularly spaced values of  over  8 ! :
C / 
   
  ) )    	  	      (3.37)
Then, thanks to Lemma 3.7, it is straightforward to show that
				
C  / < C /C /
				 &     (3.38)
So for example by simply taking      , the worst possible error in C  / would be a factor of two.The optimization method (3.37), thanks to (3.38), allows us to compute C  with the desired
precision. We can also use more sophisticated algorithms to estimate C  and even couple the  andC iterations.
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                        '            
    / 
Figure 3.1: A typical
 	  as a function of  .
4 Construction of the auxiliary signal
Once we have computed   , an optimal value of  in (2.27), and the separability index C  , we can
proceed with the construction of minimal energy proper auxiliary signal  .
4.1 Characterization of the auxiliary signal
As we have seen in Lemma 3.3, optimal  can be found from any non-zero solution of the two-point
boundary value system (3.17). This system depends on % , the solution of the Riccati equation (3.11),
for     . We can simplify the system by removing this dependence as follows.
Lemma 4.1 Let 
  
  %    (4.1)
Then the two-point boundary value system (3.17) can be expressed as follows
1132
  

    D  <     '        <     '    $  <  $  C  / $  '    < 	 <     '     $ P   
    (4.2)
with boundary conditions: 
 	    %     	
 (4.3)  	*    (4.4)
We already know that this problem has non-zero solutions for # and C  that we have computed.
It is exactly these solutions which give us the optimal auxiliary signal as
    $  C    $ -  $   - / 162  (4.5)
Note that the norm of   equals   C  giving  L 	      which is exactly the limit that guarantees
that 8 is proper (see (2.25)).
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4.2 Computation of the auxiliary signal
For the construction of the auxiliary signal, we need to solve the two-point boundary-value system
(4.2).
Lemma 4.2 For any solution 	 
     of the boundary-value system (4.2), we have, over    ,
     (4.6)
where

is given in (3.35) with     and C  C  .
Proof Suppose that 	 
     is a solution of (4.2)-(4.4). Let   be the solution of	   	 $  '    < 	 <     '     $       	
    	
  (4.7)
Let

     . It is straightforward to verify that 	 
     is a solution of (4.2)-(4.4). But 	 
     and
	 
     are solutions of (4.2) which satisfy the same initial condition and hence 
  
 . 
We have seen that as 2 goes to  ,  	 2  diverges so  	   	 F
 
  
 $  	 2  '  is singular.  	* can be computed by inverting  	 2  for a 2 close to  ; this may not be numerically reliable.The other way is that when we get close to  (say at 2   <  for some small   ) and  	 2  startsdiverging, to switch from the Riccati equation (3.35) to the following equivalent Riccati equation
where we have    ' < 	   	 <     '      	 <     '     $  <  $  '     	     <     '    $  <  $  C  /     	* <     '  	* <    (4.8)
This equation integrates perfectly up to  yielding a singular  	*  . The reason we do not use this
Riccati equation from the beginning ( 2   ) is that, as we have seen previously,  	 2  becomessingular somewhere in the middle of the interval, which means that  goes through infinity at that
point. It is for this reason that   must be chosen small enough to avoid this singularity, but not too
small in order to avoid numerical problems with the inversion of
 	 <   .
Once we have found  	  , noting that
 	  
 	*     	  8 (4.9)
we can let 
 	  be any non zero vector in the null space of  	  , say 
 $ A  . We can now find a
non zero solution to (4.2) by taking as boundary (final) condition
 	*   
 $    	   (4.10)
This system is well-posed and has a unique solution. However, since this system is not backward
stable, its numerical solution can result in large errors. The way to avoid this problem is to use (4.2)
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with boundary (final) condition (4.10) simply to solve for 	 
     over a short interval, for example  <  ; . Then from  <  on, use	   	 <  $   $  '       $  '    $     (4.11)
to solve for
 
down to zero. This relation is obtained easily from (4.6). The optimal auxiliary signal
is then given by (4.5).
5 On-line identification
The computation of the auxiliary signal is done off-line, once and for all. The identification, which
consists in deciding which model is the correct model, must be done on-line.
5.1 Standard solution
The standard solution to the on-line identification problem is to verify the compatibility of the ob-
servation  with each of the two models. Let>  	      F H  
  	   $ % ' *)  
  	
  +  -   - / 162 
 (5.1)
subject to constraints (2.1) and (2.2) on  8    . Then clearly the observation  is compatible with
Model 0 if >  	  4  and it is compatible with Model 1 if >  	  4  . If, as input, we use a properauxiliary signal, we know that either >  	*    or >  	*    . If >  	*  is larger than one, Model 1
is necessarily the correct model, if >  	*  is, then Model 0 is.>  	   , for  &  &  , are increasing functions and can be computed using standard Kalman
filters. So we can implement the on-line identification procedure using two Kalman filters and
threshold tests. The identification is made when >  	   or >  	   goes above one. In some cases, in
particular when  > don’t take worst case values, this can happen even before the end of the time
interval (  ).
The problem with this method however is that the on-line computation is intensive. Even if
Kalman gain matrices are precomputed, the filter equations still require a lot of computation since
the sizes of the states 
  are usually quite large, especially compared to the size of  . The storage of
the Kalman gain matrices also is not always possible because of their large sizes.
It is for these reasons that we seek a different method of identification, one that takes into account
the fact that we know in advance the input signal (the auxiliary signal). The standard method does
not take this into account.
5.2 The hyperplane test
The hyperplane test has been first introduced in [8]. Its application is based on the following result.
Lemma 5.1 Let  be a proper auxiliary signal. Then there exists a hyperplane in : /   separat-ing the sets   	 and  	 .
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Proof   	 and  	 are convex sets because they are images of convex sets, defined in (2.3),
by linear operators (2.1)-(2.2). And, since  is proper, we know that   	 and   	 are disjoint.
So, the existence of the separating hyperplane is a direct consequence of the Hahn Banach Theorem
(see in particular Corollary 1.1, Chapter I, of [3]). 
The key point here is that the separating hyperplane does not depend on the observation  , so it
can be computed off-line and implemented as follows+ $

  	 2  $  	 2  162  (5.2)
for some signal
 
and scalar

. Note that both
 
and

are precomputed, and the size of
 
equals that
of  . So the complexity of this test is totally independent of the sizes of the 
  ’s.
The following Theorem gives a complete constructive method for designing a hyperplane test.
Theorem 5.1 Given the proper auxiliary signal (4.5) where
 
is a non-zero solution of the boundary-
value system (4.2), for the hyperplane test (5.2), we can take
    '   	    $      (5.3)
where

is the solution of the Riccati equation (3.35) and

 + $

  $ 132 (5.4)
where
               B '   	  $   <  $     (5.5)
Proof Consider the boundary-value system (4.2) and in particular its solution corresponding to
the choice (4.5). Denote this particular solution by 
  , and    . Let   B '   	  $    <  $   (5.6)
where
    '   	    $       (5.7)
We need now the following result.
Lemma 5.2 	 	 
 6   !   is a saddle point of  corresponding to   .
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Proof In view of Theorem 2.1, all we need to show is that 	 
 6    is the solution of optimization
problem (3.7) with     . The solution to this problem is completely characterized in terms of
the necessary conditions obtained by the first order variation. Adding the constraints (3.2)-(3.3) to
the cost function using lagrange multipliers   and  and setting the first order variation to zero, we
obtain the boundary-value system 	
   
  G   (5.8)
   
(  (5.9)B      $   <  $  (5.10)
  	    % '   
 	   (5.11)
  	*    (5.12)
What we need to show is that there exist   and  such that (5.8)-(5.12) are satisfied with 
  
  and    .
From (4.2), we have that	
   	 <     '     
   	     <     '    $  <  $  C  /      
   	     <     '   	    $           
                  
  
          (5.13)
This shows (5.8). We also have 
            B '   	  $    <  $   
 	       $      <  '      (5.14)
This shows (5.9). The rest of the equations follow easily by setting       and     . 
Thus 
  is the state trajectory of 
 corresponding to  and   . Let 
  and 
  denote the
components of 
  corresponding respectively to the states of model 0 and Model 1. Similarly,
define   and   . Clearly the outputs corresponding to these time trajectories applied to the original
systems (2.1)-(2.2),     , are identical; let’s denote it by  . Since 	 	 
     9      F H  )    	 	 
   9    L  	    6 (5.15)
thanks to Corollary 2.1, we have 
 	

  	  9       	 
  	  !     3 (5.16)
which means that  corresponds to a point on the intersection of the closures of   	 and  	 .
Note that
   is just a normalized version of   . So, for some non zero scalar * ,    *    and thus
   *   (5.17)
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Now let us show that
  *    (5.18)
For the computation of   , we can either use Model 0, or Model 1; we should obtain of course the
same result. Using Model 0, we get
     
      (5.19)
      
          (5.20)
               B '   	  $    <  $    (5.21)
 *  (5.22)
which shows (5.18).
Now what we need to show is that for any  in   	 , (5.2) is satisfied with the same inequality,
and for any  in 	 , it is satisfied with the opposite inequality.
Let  be any output trajectory in   	 (compatible with Model 0). This means that there exist

 	   and

 satisfying 
 	


 	
9     
  	  $ % '  )  
  	
 ,+ $ -   - / 132 4  (5.23)
for which  is the output of (2.1)-(2.2), for   . What we need to show is that+ $

  $ 	 <   132 or equivalently + $   $ 	 <    132
always has the same sign for any such  .
Using the relation  $     $  '   	   #$     
  $  '    
    $  '    $    
 <  $    < 	    (5.24)
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we obtain
  $ 	 <       $ 	  	 
  < 
     	   <    
 < 	 	   $     $      ?  	 
  < 
   <
   $   ?    	   <    <     $ 	  =<   
 < 	 	   $     $      ?  	 
  < 
   <    $   ?   	 	
  < 	
  <  	 
  < 
    <     $ 	  =<   
 < 	   $   ?   	 
  < 
   <    $   ?  	 	
  < 	
   <    $ 	  =<    (5.25)
Integrating the result from  to  , using integration by parts, the fact that    	   , (4.6) and (5.16),
we get + $

  $ 	 <    132  < 
  	
  '  	     ?  	 
  	  < 
  	    <  + $

  $ 	   <    132 <   
  	
 %  )  	 
  	
 < 
  	   <  + $

  $ 	   <    132
   	  < 
  	
 %  )  
  	   + $   $   162  (5.26)
which is positive thanks to (5.23), (5.16) and the Schwarz inequality. This shows that for all  in
  	 , + $

  $ 	 <      (5.27)
Similarly, we can show that for all  in  	 ,+ $

  $ 	 <    4  (5.28)
This completes this proof. 
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6 Example and discussion
Programs implementing the methodology presented in this paper can easily be developed in software
environments such as Scilab [1] and Matlab. For the computation of the separability index, the main
function to have is one that given a pair 	 # C  , determines whether or not the Riccati equation (3.35)
has a solution. This is easily implemented by a call to an ode solver. The separability index can be
computed by a series of calls to this function as explained in previous sections ( C and  iterations).
The computation of the optimal proper auxiliary signal and the associated hyperplane parameters
does not require an iterative procedure. Assuming   and C  are already computed, it requires only
a nontrivial solution to the boundary value problem (4.2). The only (minor) difficulty is that for
numerical stability, it is better to store the solution of the Riccati equation (3.35) corresponding to  and C  and use it to integrate   backwards as we have seen in Section 4.
The method presented in this paper allows us to deal with large systems without much difficulty.
Here we present an example which has been treated in Scilab on a PC. The computation takes a few
minutes (depending on the desired accuracy on the computation of C  ).
In this example, we use two randomly selected time-invariant models where  has size 2 and  ,
size 3. The sizes of 
  , 
  ,   and   are respectively 8, 5, 4 and 4. The test period is      .
The optimal auxiliary signal is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The hyperplane test in this case can be
based on
  	 2  in Figure 6.2.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
Figure 6.1: The two entries of the optimal auxiliary signal.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
−0.12
−0.08
−0.04
0
0.04
0.08
0.12
Figure 6.2: The three entries of
  	 2  .
The signals 8 and   appear to have a dominant frequency. The same thing is observed on other
examples and becomes even clearer when we increase the length of the test period. This is not a
surprise because, assuming the two candidate models are time-invariant, as we let  go to infinity,
the solution of the optimization problem
  	   becomes the   norm of the system (3.12)-(3.13),
and   tends to a pure sinusoid whose frequency corresponds to maximum gain of the norm of the
transfer function associated with this system. This point has been discussed in [9].
If the two models are stable and satisfy the following condition  > ? <        has full row rank  > on the    -axis  (6.1)
then, as  goes to infinity, C   	    can be computed as the infimum over the set of C ’s for
which the Hamiltonian matrixD  <     '        <     '    $  <  $  C / $  '    < 	 <     '     $ P
has no eigenmodes on the    -axis. This means that it can be obtained directly without having to
solve any Riccati equation. For C  C  , the Hamiltonian does have an eigenmode   = on the
   -axis. It is the value of this   which determines the frequency of  .
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Note that the infinite horizon problem is not of direct interest because it does not make sense
to have a test period of infinite length. It does however provide a better comprehension of the
mathematical problem and can be used to develop efficient coding methods for   and   , and for
approximation techniques when the test interval is long (as done in [9]).
In general of course, the objective is to have a short test interval. But there is a trade-off between
the separability index and the length of the test period. As we have seen, C  is an increasing function
of  .
7 Conclusions
We have presented a methodology for error-free system identification in the situation where we have
two candidate linear models subject to bounded energy noise, and where we have control over the
input. The problem of selecting a best input signal over a test period (the minimum proper auxiliary
signal design problem) has been solved and a solution given in terms of the solution to a boundary
value system.
The solution of this boundary value system also provides us with means to design a very efficient
on-line identification scheme (the hyperplane test); one that takes into account the fact that the input
signal over the test period is known in advance.
A related problem which can be solved with the methodology presented here is the shortest test
period problem where we fix the separability index and look for the shortest test period for perfect
identification. The procedure is similar to the one presented in this paper, simply the C -iteration
part should be replaced with  -iteration. This is particularly useful when we have more than two
candidate models. Suppose we have three: Model 0, Model 1 and Model 2. In that case, one way
to approach this problem is to apply first an auxiliary signal to separate say Model 0 from Model 1.
Then, depending on the result of the first test, apply another test to separate Model 2 from Model 0
or from Model 1. In general,  <  tests are required for  candidate models if this approach is
used.
There are a number of possible extensions to the work presented here. There is of course the
extension to discrete time. This is straightforward.
The other extension is to allow for additional inputs to the system, i.e., the models would have
another input   (in addition to the auxiliary signal  ), but this one measured on-line, just like the
output  . This situation has been considered in [9]. The idea is to eliminate   just as we eliminated 
to obtain (2.10). This leads to a descriptor system (3.2)-(3.3). In [9], a method was presented for
reducing the descriptor system to a smaller, explicit system. A similar method can be used in the
continuous-time case, even if the models are time varying. There are however some technical issues
that arise: for example the 

	 are not necessarily bounded. But the separating hyperplane does
exist and can be constructed with similar methods.
Another possible extension to this work is to allow for some nonlinearity. In particular, if the
system is not linear in  , the Kalman filter implementation and the hyperplane test still apply. The
problem is the optimization over  . An approach using optimization software is discussed in [2]
which may be able to deal with such systems.
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Finally, there is the possibility of allowing  to depend on the measured  . This problem, which
we call the closed-loop auxiliary signal design problem, will be presented in a future paper. Unfor-
tunately in this case the hyperplane test cannot be used anymore (because  is not know in advance),
but using the additional information contained in the output  can improve the performance of the
on-line identification scheme.
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